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95-1409 

 

 FOREIGN INVESTMENT RESTRICTIONS IN THE BROADCASTING AND  

 TELECOMMUNICATIONS LAWS OF SELECTED COUNTRIES 

 COMPARATIVE SUMMARY 

 

Introduction 

 

 Because they have traditionally been deemed to be industries that are vital to national security, 

important instruments in the promotion of cultural identities, and generators of tremendous revenues, 

broadcasting and telecommunications enterprises have historically been either completely nationalized 

or subject to broad foreign investment restrictions in most countries.  However, in recent years, the 

trend toward privatization, the desire to see domestic equipment and facilities upgraded through foreign 

investment, and the great growth in international broadcasting and telecommunications have resulted in 

the termination of many monopolistic situations and considerable liberalization of many rules respecting 

foreign ownership.   

 

 The attached chart indicates that, at the present time, the foreign investment restrictions in the 

broadcasting and telecommunications laws of the surveyed countries extend across a very broad 

spectrum.  One reason that such a diverse picture arises is that some of the relevant laws have been 

under scrutiny for some time, while others are either in a state of transition or are already 

fundamentally reformed.  The attached country reports point out that many more internal 

developments in this area are expected in the near future. 

  

Scope 

 

 This study concentrates on the domestic laws of the foreign nations covered.  It should not 

be overlooked, however, that international arrangements, such as the General Agreement on Trade in 

Services, and international organizations, such as the International Telecommunications Union, are 

relevant sources to be consulted for particular situations.  For specific restrictions that may be 

applicable between any two nations, bilateral agreements between them, such as any so-called bilateral 

investment treaties or free trade agreements might contain pertinent provisions. 

 

Broadcasting 

 

 In the field of broadcasting, Argentina, Brazil, China, Egypt, India, Mexico, South Korea, and 

Venezuela prohibit foreign ownership, either by granting government-owned stations exclusive 

broadcasting rights or by prohibiting foreign participation.   

 

 The surveyed countries that do not have restrictions on foreign investment in the broadcasting 

field are the Czech Republic, Germany, the Netherlands, Spain, and Sweden.  This does not mean that 

any foreign party that purchases a broadcasting facility in any of these countries can immediately 

commence operations. Most nations have licensing requirements and, at least in the case of some of 

Germany's states, they disqualify companies not domiciled in the jurisdiction.  Nevertheless, the five 

European nations of the Czech Republic, Germany, the Netherlands, Spain, and Sweden seem to have 
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comparatively liberal laws respecting foreign investment in broadcasting.   

 

 Of the others, Indonesia comes the closest to the five European nations because it allows up to 

95% foreign ownership in the broadcasting field.  Chile appears to be a special case.  It does not 

prohibit foreign investment in broadcasting, but it does require such investments to be approved by a 

Foreign Investment Committee. 

 

 Between the two groups already identified are Hong Kong, Israel, Italy, and the United 

Kingdom.  These four countries allow either noncontrolling foreign ownership of broadcasting 

stations or up to 49% foreign ownership of broadcasting stations.  Below them are Australia, Canada, 

Greece, Japan, Poland, South Africa, and Turkey.  Foreign ownership of broadcasting stations in 

these six countries is limited to between 15 and 33%. 

 

 Some of the restrictions found in the third or "in-between" group are not on foreign ownership, 

per se, but either on the granting of broadcasting licenses to companies that are deemed to have an 

excessive level of foreign participation or foreign purchases of licenses.  For example, Canada actually 

does not have any limits on foreign ownership of broadcasting.  However, it does prohibit the granting 

of licenses to companies that are not at least 80% Canadian-owned.  What this points out is that 

foreign investment can be either directly limited through foreign investment laws or indirectly limited 

through discriminatory licensing requirements or policies.  

 

Cable 

 

 In the United States, foreign investment in broadcasting stations is limited to 20-25%, but there 

are no restrictions on foreign investment in cable companies.  Such a difference of 75-80% appears to 

be very unusual.  In fact, of all the surveyed countries, only Australia, Mexico, and the United 

Kingdom have limits on foreign ownership of cable companies that are different from those pertaining 

to broadcasting companies.  In Australia, the limit on cable companies is 35%, in Mexico it is 49%, 

and in the United Kingdom it is 100%.  Some of the wide differences in national approaches to 

regulating foreign investment in cable companies may be attributable to the varied levels of cable 

technology in different parts of the world. 

 

Telecommunications 

 

 The differences between the foreign investment restrictions of the surveyed nations is even 

greater in the case of telecommunications than it is in the case of broadcasting.  No less than ten of 

these countries do not generally allow foreign investment in the former field.  The most restrictive 

jurisdictions are Australia, Brazil, China, the Czech Republic, Egypt, Germany, India, Israel, the 

Netherlands, and Taiwan.  In most of these cases, government-owned companies are the sole 

providers of telecommunication services.  However, some of these nations have recently privatized or 

begun to privatize their once solid monopolies.  While Italy can be included among the nations that 

have entered a transition phase, it appears that it is ahead of the others in that process. 

 

 In contrast to the ten nations just mentioned, Argentina, Greece, Spain, Sweden, the United 

Kingdom, and Venezuela do not have any prohibitions or limits on foreign investment in 

telecommunication companies.  However, as is the case with respect to broadcasting companies, 

telecommunication companies are usually required to obtain a license before commencing operations in 
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these jurisdictions.  

 

  The middle group in the case of telecommunications is composed of Canada, Japan, Mexico, 

Poland, and South Korea.  The limits in this group extend from 20 to 49%.       

  

  The attached chart attempts to summarize the general rules respecting foreign investments in 

the surveyed countries.  However, restrictions on foreign investment in the telecommunications sector 

are particularly difficult to summarize because it covers so many different activities.  For example, the 

single category of telephone service can be subdivided into local, long-distance, international, mobile, 

intracorporate, and other components. The rules respecting foreign investment in one of these areas do 

not always apply to the others.  This situation is apt to become even more complex given the fact that 

efforts have and are still being made to extend regional and international trade agreements to the supply 

of various types of telecommunications services.  Nevertheless, in most of the cases encountered, the 

general rules noted have a broad application.  
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 AUSTRALIA 
 
 
 Several limitations are placed on foreign ownership and participation in Australian 
broadcasting licenses and services. Under the Broadcasting Act, 1942, §90G, commercial radio 
licenses are issued subject to the following conditions relating to foreign shareholdings: 
 
 a) a foreign person shall not at any time be in a position to control the company holding the 
license; 
 
 b) two or more foreign persons shall not be in a position to control 20% of the general 
meeting votes or voting rights in a company holding the license. 
 
 Moreover, under §90FA, at least 80% of the directors of the company that holds the license 
must be Australian citizens. Sections 90GA and 90GB make detailed provisions, including formulae, 
for tracing foreign interests in voting shares through a series of companies. 
 
 Sections 92CA, 92D, 92DA and 92DB place similar restrictions for holding television 
licenses. 
 
 The Broadcasting Services Act, 1992, §57(1) provides that a foreign person must not be in a 
position to control a commercial television broadcasting license.  Under §57(2) and (3) a foreign 
individual must not have company interests in a licensee in excess of 15%; the interests of two or 
more foreign persons must not exceed 20%.   
 
 Section 109(1) of the 1992 Act further places a 20% limitation on a foreign person's interest 
in a subscription television broadcasting license. Section 109(2) places a combined limitation of 35% 
on ownership by two or more foreign persons.  
 
 
Prepared by Kersi B. Shroff 
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 CANADA 

 

 

Broadcasting 

 
 Canada does not have a statutory limitation on foreign investment in broadcasting companies, 
but it does have a regulation providing that a license to operate a broadcasting station can only be 
granted to a Canadian citizen or a corporation that is 80% Canadian-owned.1   This regulation 
contains a grandfather clause for broadcasting companies operating prior to 1968. 

 

Telecommunications 

            
 Since 1993, foreign investment in the Canadian telecommunications industry has been 
regulated through the Telecommunications Act. 2  Section 16 of this statute provides that "[a] 
Canadian carrier is eligible to operate as a telecommunications common carrier if it is a 
Canadian-owned and controlled corporation..."3  In order to qualify as a Canadian-owned and 
controlled corporation: 1) 80% of its directors must be Canadians; 2) 80% of its voting shares must 
be owned by Canadians; and 3) it must not be otherwise controlled by non-Canadians.4  There is a 
grandfather provision for corporations that were operating prior to July 1987.5  However, prior to 
that date, telecommunications in Canada were generally controlled by government-created 
monopolies. Thus, there are not many companies that benefit from the exemption. 
 
 Section 21 of the Telecommunications Act authorizes the Minister of Communications to 
require parties submitting applications for a license to furnish affidavits or solemn declarations.6  
Section 22 of this same statute authorizes the Governor General to issue regulations requiring 
applicants to furnish the Canadian Radio television and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) 
with various types of information.7 

 

 

 

                                              
    

1
 Direction to the Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission (eligible Canadian 

corporations), C.R.C. ch. 376 (1978). 

    
2
  1993, S.C. ch. 38.  

    
3
  Id. 

    
4
  Id. §16(3). 

    
5
  Id. §16(2). 

    
6
  Id. §21. 

    
7
  Id. §22. 
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The North American Free Trade Agreement 

 
 Canada was not required by the Canada-United States Free Trade Agreement to eliminate 
with respect to American investors its restriction on the granting of broadcasting licenses to 
companies that are at least 80% Canadian-owned.  That Agreement contains an exemption for 
"cultural industries."8 The term "cultural industries" encompasses radio, television, and cable 
broadcasting. 
 
 The "cultural industries" exemption was incorporated in the North American Free Trade 
Agreement with respect to Canada and the United States.9 
 
 Canada's rule prohibiting non-Canadians from owning more than 20% of Canadian 
telecommunications companies has been thought to greatly depress their value.10  However, this 
rule does not violate the North American Free Trade Agreement.  Article 130l of that document 
provides that the Agreement does not require parties to license parties from another country to 
transmit telecommunications.11 
 

Recent Developments  
 
 There have been a number of recent telecommunications developments in Canada.  In 
September of 1994, the CRTC decided to allow competition in local telephone service.12  This 
decision would have increased local telephone service rates established by the CRTC.  However, 
the Federal Cabinet recently decided to order the CRTC to reconsider the rate rebalancing part of 
its September ruling.13            
 
 
Prepared by Stephen F. Clarke 
Senior Legal Specialist 
Legal Research Directorate 
Law Library of Congress 

                                              
    

8
  Art. 2005. 

    
9
  Annex 2106. 

    
10

  Telus bid low, CALGARY HERALD, Nov. 16, 1994, at D2.   

    
11

  Alexandra Field, Current developments in the FCC: telecommunications and the NAFTA, 5 Law and 

Policy in Int'l Bus., Mar. 22, 1994, at 145. 

    
12

  Canada clears path for greater competition; Canadian Radio-television and telecommunications 

Commission, 98 America's Network, No. 20, Oct. 15, 1994, at 14. 

    
13

  CRTC stymied by cabinet move, FINANCIAL POST , Dec. 24, 1994. 
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 FOREIGN INVESTMENT RESTRICTIONS IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

 

 [Excerpted and modified from a Law Library Staff Report, 95-1449] 

         

 Some Foreign Ownership Permitted Percentage of Foreign Ownership Permitted 

Country Broadcast Cable Telephone Broadcast Cable Telephone 

United States yes yes yes 20-25% 100%
i
 20-25% 

Argentina no no yes n/a n/a no limit 

 

 

Australia yes yes no 15% 

(individual) 

20% 2 or more 

20% 

(Individual) 

35%(Combined 

n/a 

Brazil
ii
 no no no (gov.) n/a n/a n/a 

Canada yes yes yes 20% (for 

licenses) 

20% (for 

licenses) 

20% 

Chile yes yes yes n/a (no limits 

but subject to 

approval) 

n/a (no limits 

but subject to 

approval) 

n/a 

(no limits but 

subject to 

approval) 

China no no no n/a n/a n/a 

Czech Rep. yes yes no 100% 100% n/a 

Egypt
iii
 no no no n/a n/a n/a 

Germany yes yes no 100% 100%
iv
 n/a 

Greece yes yes yes 25%
v
 25% no limit

vi
 

Hong Kong yes   49%   

India no no no n/a n/a n/a 

Indonesia yes n/a n/a 95% 

 

n/a n/a 

Israel yes yes no 49% 49% n/a 

Italy yes yes n/a  non-controlli

ng 

vii
 n/a 

Japan yes yes yes 20% 20% 33% 

Korea, 

Republic of 

no no yes n/a n/a (but 15% in 

programs 

allowed to 

1996) 

33% 

(restriction 

on wireless 

only) 
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Mexico no yes yes n/a
viii

 49%
ix
 49% 

Netherland yes  yes 

 

no n/a n/a n/a 

Poland yes yes yes 33% 33% 49% 

South Africa yes n/a n/a 20% n/a n/a 

          Some Foreign Ownership Permitted Percentage of Foreign Ownership Permitted 

Country Broadcase Cable Telephone Broadcast Cable Telephone 

Spain yes yes yes n/a n/a n/a 

Sweden yes yes yes n/a n/a n/a 

Taiwan no no no n/a n/a n/a 

Turkey yes   20%   

United Kingdom yes yes yes non- 

controlling 

 

100% 100% 

Venezuela no no yes n/a n/a no limit 

  

i.  There are no statutory prohibitions to foreign ownership of cable systems. 

ii.  On Feb. 14, 1995, the Brazilian government proposed an amendment to the Federal Constitution to ease the telecommunications 

monopoly by allowing private capital, domestic or foreign, to render telecommunication services.  Under this proposal, 

the government would retain its power to regulate and supervise franchises and supervise agreements to franchise contracts, 

with severe clauses to preserve its interests.   

iii.  All telecommunications systems are government owned and controlled. 

iv.  No restrictions on the foreign ownership of cable companies are contained in the broadcast laws of the länder. 

v.  Subject to a license requirement. 

vi.  A license is granted only to corporations whose situs or subsidiary is in Greece and whose exclusive purpose is 

the granting of telecommunication services.  Voice telephony is granted exclusively to O.T.E. (Organization of Hellenic 

Telecommunications).  Status is still unclear.  It was partially privatized in 1993 by Law 2167/93 which was repealed 

later. 

vii.  Limit to non-controlling position may apply to cable by interpretation of law. 

viii.  Foreign investors may not engage in any activity, directly or indirectly, through this activity, directly or indirectly, 

through any agreement or corporate structure or scheme, except through special approved "neutral" shares without voting 

rights or with limited corporate rights, or as otherwise approved by the National Commission on Foreign Investments. 

ix.  This percentage shall not be exceeded, either directly or by means of any trusts, agreements, articles of incorporation 
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or bylaws, pyramidal schemes or any other methods of control or participation, except as through special approved "neutral" 

shares without voting rights or with limited corporate rights, or as otherwise approved by the National Commission of 

Foreign Investments. 
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 CHINA 

 

 

Restrictions on Foreign Ownership of broadcasting and Telecommunications  

 

 According to the Law of the People's Republic of China Concerning Enterprises with Sole 

Foreign Investment:  

 

 Enterprises established exclusively with foreign capital must benefit the development of 

the Chinese national economy and utilize advanced technology and equipment or export 

all, or the majority of, their products.   

 

 Lines of business in which the establishment of enterprises with sole foreign 

investment is prohibited or restricted are stipulated by the State Council. 1 

 

The Detailed Rules for Implementation of the Law of the People's Republic of China on Sole Foreign 

Investment Enterprises2 provide that establishing a sole foreign investment enterprise in "newspapers, 

publishing, broadcasting, television or films" or in "post and telecommunications" is prohibited. 3   

 

 

Reason for the Imposition of Restrictions  

 

 While China may be sensitive to the issue of reciprocity, that is probably not the main reason 

for prohibition of investment in broadcasting and telecommunications.  A more important factor may 

be that China is a communist nation and the government seeks to maintain strict control over these 

areas.  There are special ministries in China to exercise this control, e.g., the Ministry of Radio, Film 

and Television and the Ministry of Communications. 

 

 

Prepared by Tao-tai Hsia, Chief 

Eastern Law Division 

and W. Zeldin, Legal Research Analyst 

Legal Research Directorate 

Law Library of Congress 

February 1995 

                                              
    

1
  The Law was adopted on Apr. 12, 1986, at the 4th Session of the Sixth National People's Congress.  For 

a bilingual text, see CHINA LAWS FOR FOREIGN BUSINESS ¶13-506 (Hong Kong, CCH Australia Limited, 1985-.) 

(looseleaf).  Solely foreign-invested enterprises are those enterprises established within China, in accordance 

with relevant Chinese laws, with capital provided totally by the foreign investor, and not including branches 

in China of foreign enterprises or other commercial organizations, according to art. 2 of the Law.  

    
2
  Approved on Oct. 28, 1990, by the State Council and issued on Dec. 12, 1990, by the (then) Ministry of 

Foreign Economic Relations and Trade (now the Ministry of Foreign Trade and Cooperation).  For a bilingual 

text, see id. at ¶13-507. 

    
3
  Art. 4(1) & (3), id. 
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 Foreign ownership in Czechoslovakia is regulated by the Commercial Code,
1

 which states 

that foreign persons may engage in commercial transactions in the Czech Republic under the 

same conditions and to the same extent as Czech persons, as long as the law does not provide 

otherwise.
2

  Since the creation of the Czechoslovak Republic in 1918, such legal provisions 

limited the ownership of broadcasting and transportation means to the public sector.  

 

 The large - scale nationalization of trade and industry was undertaken after World War II, 

and especially under the communist regime since 1948 which encompassed all economic activity 

in the country. After the downfall of the communist regime in 1989, large- scale privatization was 

undertaken, which aimed at dismantling the nationalization but did not affect the area of the 

public sector as it stood before World War II. 

 

 Lately, however, voices are being heard suggesting possible inroads in the existing system 

of public ownership of enterprises involved in broadcasting and transportation, as illustrated by 

the existence of the Czech Radio and Television as to broadcasting and the Czech Railways. The 

Law on Broadcasting and Television requires private participation in this area to be licensed,
3

 

which can include companies with foreign participation under the joint venture provisions of the 

Commercial Code.
4

  This applies also to cable television.  However, telephone services belong 

to the public sector.
5

 Similarly, the Law on Railways,
6

 provides for private participation in 

railways licensed under similar conditions. Further inroads in the public ownership of means of 

transportation can be expected. 

 

 

Prepared by George Glos 

Special Group Team Leader 

Legal Research Directorate 

Law Library of Congress 

March 1995 

                                              
    

1

 Law of Dec. 18, 1991, No. 513, Collection of Laws. 

    
2

 Id., § 21 (1). 

    
3

 Law of Oct. 30, 1991, on Broadcasting and Television, No. 468, Collection of Laws, as amended by Law of 

Dec. 22, 1992, on Some Measures in Broadcasting and Television, No. 36, Collection of Laws, arts. 3, 10 and 19. 

Regulation of the Federal Ministry of Telecommunications of July 17, 1991, on Broadcasting and Television by 

Cable, No. 360, Collection of Laws. 

    
4

 Supra note 1, §§ 24-26. 

    
5

 Law of Mar. 12, 1992, on Telecommunications, No. 150, Collection of Laws, arts. 1 and 4(3). 

    
6

 Law of Dec. 14, 1994, on Railways, No. 266, Collection of Laws, arts.11 and 24. 
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 EUROPEAN UNION 

 

Broadcasting  

 
 Restrictions on media ownership are a rather recent phenomenon in the Member States of 
the European Union. Around the mid-1980s, the Member States of the then European Community 
started introducing disparate legislative measures restricting media ownership.  These measures 
consist in particular of those limiting maximum holdings in media companies and in preventing 
cumulative control of or holdings in several media companies simultaneously.  Moreover, a few 
Member States such as Greece have discriminatory rules which restrict access to media ownership 
by other Community nationals and which violate Community rules. 
 
 Partly due to the existing situation in the Member States and partly as a response to 
repeated requests from the European Parliament, 1 early in 1993, the European Commission 
released a Green Paper on "Pluralism and Media Concentration in the Single Market"2  with the 
intent of initiating a debate regarding media ownership and concentration on the media (television, 
radio and press) and in order to safeguard pluralism.3  
 
  The Green Paper basically analyzes the need for action in this area and considers various 
potential options for the Commission such as: a) taking no community action, b) proposing a 
recommendation to enhance transparency and c) proposing the harmonization of national 
restrictions on media ownership by a Directive or a Regulation.  The purpose of such a directive or 
a regulation would be to establish common rules which in effect would replace the national 
restrictions of the Members States and find a balance between the objective of guaranteeing the 
diversity of ownership on the one hand and on the other hand of facilitating the undertaking of 
media activities.4 
 
                                              
    1 The European Parliament in a resolution of Feb. 15, 1990 (published in OFFICIAL JOURNAL OF THE EUROPEAN 

COMMUNITIES, (OJ) No. C 68, 1990)  and in a second resolution of Sept. 16, 19 92  urged the Commission "to submit after 

consultation with the parties concerned, a proposal for effective measures to combat or restrict concentration in the media, if 

necessary in the form of an  anti-concentration directive." 

    
2
 Commission of the European Communities, Pluralism and Media Concentration in the Internal Market COM(92) 480 

final, Dec. 23, 1992. 

    
3
 There is no precise definition of the concept of pluralism in the national legal systems of the Member States.  The 

variety of expressions used which include the word pluralism such as pluralism of the media, plurality of the media, or plura lism 

of information, indicates that there is no common understanding of the concept.  The European Commission explained that 

the concept of pluralism can be defined both in terms of its function and in terms of its objective: it  is a legal concept wh ose 

purpose is to limit in certain cases the scope of the principle of freedom of expression with a view to guaranteeing diversity of 

information to the public. Furthermore, The Commission clarified that "the term pluralism is used [in the report] to mean the  

objective, that is the diversity of information in the broad sense."  Id. at 18. 

    
4
    OJ 1989, L298/23. 
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 Since the Green Paper was released at the beginning of 1993, the European Commission 
apparently has followed the first option by not taking any action at the Community level. It remains 
to be seen whether in the future the Commission will come forward with a proposal to harmonize 
the national restrictions on foreign ownership in the form of a directive or a regulation.  
 
 
Prepared by Theresa Papademetriou 
Senior Legal Specialist 
Legal Research Directorate 
Law Library of Congress 
March 1995 

 

 

Telecommunications 

 
 With regard to telecommunications in general -- which has been a matter of state monopoly 
in many countries until recently -- the European Union has enacted a number of directives in an 
effort to break these monopolies, state or otherwise, and to privatize the industries involved.  In 
order to prepare for the implementation of the rules governing the European single market, which 
entered into force on January 1, 1993, the European Council in 1990 adopted Directive 90/385 on 
the establishment of the internal market for telecommunications services through the implementation 
of an open network provision.  In addition, the Commission adopted Directive 90/388 6  on 
competition in the markets for telecommunication services.  The directive on the establishment of 
the internal market for communications services concerns the harmonization of conditions for open 
and efficient access to and use of public telecommunications networks and, where applicable, public 
telecommunication services.  The directive on competition in the markets for telecommunications 
services requires that Member States withdraw all special and exclusive rights for the supply of 
telecommunication services other than voice telephony and shall take the measures necessary to 
ensure that any operator is entitled to supply such telecommunication services.  The directive does 
not apply to telex, mobile radiotelephony, paging and satellite services. 
 
 Council Directive 92/447, concerns the harmonization of conditions for open and efficient 
access to and use of the leased lines provided to users on public telecommunications networks and 
the availability throughout the Community of a minimum set of leased lines with harmonized 
technical characteristics. 
 
 The Commission submitted a proposal in July 1992, for a directive on the mutual recognition 
of licenses for telecommunication services according to common licensing regimes between 

                                              
    

5
  OJ, 1990, L192/1. 

    
6
  Id. 1990, L 192/10. 

    
7
  OJ 1992, L165. 
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Member States of the European Union. 8   With the establishment of a single Community 
Telecommunications License, permit holders will be able to provide services covered by the license 
in any Member State.  In March 1994 the Commission submitted an amendment to this proposal.9 
 
 By Commission Directive 94/96/EC of October 13, 199410 satellite communications, which 
had been excluded from the above-mentioned Commission Directive 90/38811 on competition in the 
markets for telecommunication services, have been liberalized.   
 
 Finally, it should be noted that according to Council Resolution 94/C 379/03 of December 22, 
1994 12 telecommunication services in the Member States of the European Union are to de 
deregulated by January 1, 1998.  Countries with less developed networks such as Greece, Ireland, 
Portugal and Spain that were already provided with a transitional period to achieve liberalization of 
all public voice telephone services of up to five years,13 are eligible for an additional transitional 
period of a maximum of five years to make the necessary adjustments to their networks. 
 
 
Prepared by Karel Wennink 
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8
  Id., C248. 

    
9
  COMMON MARKET REPORTER (772.1.95) at 2788-23. 

    
10

  OJ 1994,I.268/15. 

    
11

  OJ 1990, L192/1. 

    
12

  OJ 1994, C379. 

    
13

  Council Resolution of July 12, 1993, OJ 1993, C213/1. 
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 GERMANY 

 

Broadcasting 

 

 Foreign ownership of broadcasting stations and networks is not legally restricted in 

Germany. However, in many of the German states a broadcasting license can only be granted to a 

person or entity domiciled in Germany.
1

  Thus, even though a broadcasting station in Germany 

may be owned by foreigners, it must be operated through a company or individual domiciled in 

Germany and subject to German jurisdiction.  

 

 Private broadcasting has been available in Germany since 1984 and it competes with 

publicly owned networks.  The private broadcasters are regulated by the states (Länder), all of 

which have enacted broadcast laws that are very similar to each other.
2

  Market access to 

broadcasting in Germany is somewhat limited for terrestrial frequencies, due to their scarcity, but 

there is sufficient opportunity to broadcast via satellite or transmit via cable and these capabilities 

have been supplied to a large extent by the German Postal Service.  

 

Technical  Transmission  

 

 Although there are no specific restrictions on foreign ownership for telecommunications 

lines, access to foreign investors is severely restricted through the still existing telecommunications 

monopoly of the Federal Government, which is exercised through TELEKOM, the 

telecommunications branch of the German Postal Service.
3

  Even though legislation is being 

drafted that would abolish the monopoly for telecommunications lines by the beginning of 1997, 

and for telephone lines by the end of 1997,
4

 it remains to be seen to what extent the dominant 

position of TELEKOM will interfere with new competitors in this market.  

 

 

 

Prepared by Edith Palmer 

Senior Legal Specialist 

Legal Research Directorate 

Law Library of Congress 

March 1995 

                                              
    1  Broadcasting Law of Lower Saxony, May 23, 1984, as amended, reprinted in BROADCASTING 

LAWS (Inter Nationes, Bonn, 1989), art. 5. 

    2  Id. 

    3  Gesetz über Fernmeldeanlagen, repromulgated July 3, 1989, BUNDESGESETZBLATT [official law 

gazette of the Federal Republic of Germany] I, p. 1989. 

    4 "Bonn verlangt offene Kommunikationsmärkte," FRANKFURTER ALLGEMEINE ZEITUNG, Feb. 18, 

1995, p. 14. 
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 HONG KONG 
 
 

Foreign Ownership of Broadcasting Facilities  
 
 The normal rule in Hong Kong, which makes no distinction between foreign and local 
companies, is that even 100% foreign owned ventures may be established.  However, one 
exception to the general rule is with regard to the ownership of Hong Kong's television broadcasting 
stations, which operate under license from the Government. 
 
 Until 1988, a ceiling of 75% had been imposed on that portion of television operations that 
could be foreign-owned.  In that year, however, the ceiling was brought down to 49%.  The 
present situation, therefore, is that foreign ownership of television broadcasting enterprises may be 
no more than the statutory ceiling of 49%.1   
 
 There is also a restriction on the percentage in the licensee's company's shares that may be 
foreign-owned.  An individual foreign investor is not allowed to hold more than ten percent of the 
shares of a company licensed to operate a television broadcasting station.2 
 
   

Foreign Ownership of Public Transportation 
 
 
 Hong Kong has no airlines of its own.  Five rail systems serve the area, including a subway 
system, a suburban railway, a light railway, a street tramway, and a funicular.  Of these, the 
subway system is owned by the Mass Transit Railway Corporation, a wholly government-owned 
corporation, and the Kowloon-Canton Railroad is directly controlled by the government.   
 
 Other modes of public transportation include the bus companies, which operate on 
franchises from the government, privately owned fleets of minibuses and taxis, and various kinds of 
ferry, jetfoil and hydrofoil services for crossing the harbor, reaching some of the outlying islands, 
and for traffic between Hong Kong and Macau, which are privately owned and operated.   
 
 Except for the MTR subway system and the Kowloon-Canton Railroad, there are no 
restrictions on foreign ownership or participation in modes of public transportation.   
 
 

 

 
                                              
    1  S. 17C, Television Ordinance, ch. 52, 9 LAWS OF HONG KONG (Hong Kong, 1988), at 17. 

    2  S. 17D, id. at 17-18. 
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Reasons for Restrictions  
 
 The restrictions detailed above have not been imposed in retaliation for or to match similar 
restrictions that are imposed by the United States.  The traditional government policy has been one 
of nonintervention in the private sector, and at the same time that of providing its inhabitants with a 
modern and sophisticated commercial infrastructure.   
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 INDONESIA 

 

 

 Indonesia's Foreign Investment Law, which governs the entry of foreign private capital, was 

originally promulgated in 1967 and amended in 1970.
1

  Since then, its provisions have been 

supplemented by a number of ministerial decrees, presidential instructions, and announcements 

by such organs as the central bank, which have all contributed to defining and clarifying the 

official policy on foreign investment.  The Indonesian attitude towards foreign investment, which 

has been continuously developing during the last three decades, has all along been one of 

welcoming the infusion into the economy of foreign capital investment.  

 

 The Foreign Investment Law in its article 6 contained a list of fields of activity which were 

closed to foreign capital investment exercising full control.  The justification given was that these 

fields "are those of importance to the country and in which the lives of a great deal of people are 

involved."
2

  Telecommunications and mass media were both on this list. 

 

 Later, the Investment Coordinating Board (Badan Koordinasi Penenaman Modal or 

BKPM) issued a Negative Investment List (whose Indonesian language acronym is DNI) listing 

the sectors or specific industries closed to foreign investment, domestic capital investment, or 

both.   The list was first issued in 1989 and amended from time to time, but up to 1994 it 

indicated private television broadcasting and radio broadcasting services as being in the category of 

industries where no foreign investment would be permitted.
3

   

 

 However, two new decrees were promulgated in June, 1994, which permit 100% 

foreign-owned companies to be established in more services and manufacturing sectors than was 

previously the case.  Even in those special sectors classified as being important to the state and 

affecting the living needs of the people, up to 95% foreign shareholding is now permitted.  

These special sectors include harbors, shipping, aviation, railways, telecommunications, electric 

power generation, transmission and distribution; atomic power generation; water, and mass media. 

 The last item, mass media, is clarified by other legislation.  In these sectors, the foreign 

investment must be made in the form of a joint venture; thus 100% foreign ownership would not 

be possible; instead there must be at least a 95 to 5 ratio of foreign to domestic investment.
4

  A 

new version of the Negative Investment List was reported in September 1994 as being under 

                                              
    1  Act No. 1/1967 Re Foreign Capital Investment and Act 11/1970 Regarding Amendment and 

Supplement of Act No. 1/1967, in INVEST IN INDONESIA 5-15, Appendix (Jakarta, 1972). 

    2  Id. at 6. 

    3  See, e.g., list as published in DOING BUSINESS IN INDONESIA 56 (New York, 1993). 

    4  D. Gingerich, "Indonesia: New Foreign Investment Rules Scrap Some Key Policies, Allow 100% 

Foreign Firms," EAST ASIAN EXECUTIVE REPORTS (Sept. 15, 1994), at 7-15. 
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discussion.
5

 

 

 An individual foreign investor is permitted, under the 1994 decrees, to be a shareholder 

in a 100% foreign-owned company or a joint venture company.
6

   

 

 Criticism of the new investment policy has been voiced in the Indonesian House of 

Representatives, especially regarding the decision to permit foreign investors to enter the mass 

media.  The government was urged to review it since this is a strategic sector.
7

 

 

 An editorial in an Indonesian newspaper also criticized the new decrees as being harmful 

to the national interest, especially in the field of mass media.
8

  However, in a statement made on 

June 6, 1994, Saleh Allif, Coordinating Minister for Economics, Finance and Industry, and 

Development Supervision on June 6, 1994, cited domestic investors' inability to meet the huge 

demand for local investments. He also implied that more economic sectors will in the future be 

opened to foreign investment by saying "the government will announce more deregulation 

packages soon with regard to the reduction of import tariffs and the deregulation of the List of 

Negative Investments, DNI."
9

 

 

 As of the time of writing, therefore, foreign ownership is permitted under these new 

decrees of June 1994 in such concerns as television and radio broadcasting, and can amount to as 

much as 95% of total ownership.  The fact that the limit is set at 95% for these sectors is not to 

reciprocate against any U.S. restriction on Indonesian investment in the same fields in the United 

States.  It should rather be seen as an easing of the former prohibition on any amount of foreign 

investment in these important sectors and thus as a trend in the direction of deregulating these 

particular areas of investment in the Indonesian economy. 
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    5  Id. at 11. 

    6  Id. at 13. 

    7  "House Criticizes New Investment Policy," THE INDONESIA TIMES (June 4, 1991), p. 1, reported 

in FOREIGN BROADCAST INFORMATION SERVICE: DAILY REPORT - EAST ASIA (June 15, 1994), p. 52-53. 

    8  "No Foreign-Owned Media in Indonesia," THE INDONESIA TIMES (June 6, 1994), p. 2. 

    9  FOREIGN BROADCAST INFORMATION SERVICE: DAILY REPORT - EAST ASIA (June 21, 1994), p. 36. 
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 ISRAEL 
 
 
 Israeli law provides various restrictions on foreign investment in telecommunications.  
 
 Broadcasting of radio or television programs is performed either on state channels or on the 
"second channel." State broadcasting is controlled by the broadcasting authority, established by the 
Broadcasting Authority Law, 5725-19651 The law prohibits the authority from signing an agreement 
"with a foreign government or with a body controlled by a person or body in a foreign state, or join 
an international organization, save with the approval of the Government."2 
 
 Private broadcasting is possible through the second channel established by the Second 
Channel for Television and Radio, 5750-1990.3 A license is required for broadcasting. Such a 
license is awarded by a public bid. The law conditions a company's participation in a bid on its 
registration in Israel, or its control by Israeli share holders.4 
 
 Telecommunications services including phone services are supplied by Bezek- the Israeli 
Company for Telecommunications, Ltd. Bezek has a monopoly over telecommunications (initial 
installation) in Israel.5   
  
 Broadcasting on television via cable is controlled by the authority of cable broadcasting, 
established by the Bezek law.6 A license to broadcast is required in order to broadcast via cables. 
A license is obtained through a public bid, participation in which is limited to Israeli citizens and 
residents, or corporations registered in Israel, 51% or more of which are controlled by an Israeli 
citizen and a resident. 7 
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1
 4 HACHAKIKA BEMEDINAT YISRAEL [Legislation in the State of Israel) 4219 (1990-)]; 19 LAWS OF THE STATE OF ISRAEL 

[hereafter LSI] 103 (1964-1965) as updated. 

    
2
 Hachakika, § 41. 

    
3
 Id. at  4229. 

    4 Id. § 41. 

    
5
 The Bezek (Telecommunication) Law, 5742-1982, Hachakika, supra note 1, at 4230.27. 

    
6
 Id. 

    
7
 Id. at  4232, cha. B1, § 6m. 
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 INDIA 

  

 

 The Constitution of India provides that all forms of telecommunication, including 
broadcasting and television, are subject to legislative control by the Union Government of India.1  
The 1885 Act deals with all forms of telecommunications in the country. 2 It provides the 
Government with the exclusive privilege of establishing, maintaining and regulating telegraphs and 
broadcasting.3  As a result, no private corporation has been permitted to invest in this field so far. 
 
 With the revision of the Industrial Policy in 1991, the Government has been loosening or 
lifting restrictions on the entry of private corporations to several previously prohibited business 
enterprises.  The participation by the private sector in the telecommunication industry is now also 
being considered.    
 
 Officials of the Ministry of Broadcasting have been visiting various countries, including the 
United States, to study the environments of those industries dominated by commercial corporations 
and a policy in this regard is, no doubt, being formulated.  According to Bhaskar Ghosh, Secretary 
of the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, "The Center is actively considering privatization of 
the electronic media; namely, All India Radio and Doordarshan [television]."4  He further clarified 
that a group of ministries are examining the pros and cons of the matter since the growth of the 
private electronic media in India is inevitable in view of the emergence of the commercial 
broadcasting scenario all over the world.   
 
 In the meanwhile, U.S. West International Network has already established a contact with 
the State of Tamil Nadu in India.  Upon entry into this market, the "U.S. Company will provide 
multiple service areas including cable TV, data transmission and fax.  The company's proposal to 
provide basic telephone services to Tirupur in Tamil Nadu has already been cleared by the Foreign 
Investment Promotion Board."5 

                                              
    1  India Const. art. 246, Seventh Sched., List I, entry 31. 

    2  The Indian Telegraph Act, No. 13 of 1885. 

    3  Id. § 4.  

    4  FBIS-NES, Jan. 24, 1995, p. 48.  

    5  U.S. phone expertise, INDIA TRIBUNE (Dec. 18, 1993), p. 12. 

 
 In a decision of the Supreme Court of India, delivered on February 9, 1995, the Court 
appears to have dealt another blow to the decades old government control of broadcasting and 
probably television as well.  In dismissing an appeal of the Ministry of Information and 
Broadcasting against a decision of the High Court, wherein the latter upheld a right of a cricket 
association to sell broadcast rights for an international tournament to Trans World International, a 



 

 
 
 2 

foreign broadcaster, the court observed that a citizen has a fundamental right to use the best means 
of imparting and receiving information and to have access to telecasting for the purpose.  
Moreover, the airwaves are public.  Therefore, the All India Radio and the state-run Doordarshan 
(television) could have no monopoly in their use.  The ruling ordered the Government to set up an 
independent regulatory authority to control use of the airwaves by electronic media.  The ruling 
seems to clear the way for private broadcasts, possibly including corporate investments by foreign 
firms as well. 
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 ITALY 

 

 

 Radio-television and telephone services in Italy were traditionally the government 

monopoly. Challenges to this monopoly started in the early 70s in the field of cable 

radio-television at the regional level. Subsequently, the private sector gained access to 

radio-television broadcasting also at the national level. Today several private networks operate in 

the country, in addition to local stations, all under government license. 

 

Broadcasting 

 

 Legislation introduced in 1990 regulates public and private radio-television operations.
1

 

The law provides that individuals and companies of foreign nationality are not allowed to acquire 

a controlling interest in a concern licensed for radio-television activities, and extends such 

prohibition to any entity exercising control over the licensee. Excluded from the prohibition are 

the nationals of the countries of the European Union and those of other countries that allow such 

acquisitions under the principle of reciprocity.  

 

Cable    

 

 Legislation enacted in 1991 regulates cable radio and television. 
2

 It establishes that the 

installation of cable transmission systems is a State prerogative, and that the State may provide it 

directly or through a licensee. Distribution of radio and television programs, however, is 

guaranteed once authorization by the Minister of Post and Telecommunications is granted. Law 

No. 73 does not contain specific provisions regarding foreign investment restrictions. However, it 

states that the compatible provisions of Law No. 223/1990 apply to the authorization process for 

cable radio-television activities.  As a consequence the prohibition for foreign nationals to 

acquire a controlling interest in a concern licensed for radio-television broadcasting, described 

above, may apply also to cable radio-television activities. 

 

Telecommunications  

 

 The government monopoly over telecommunications in Italy has entered a new phase 

leading to a regime of free competition. The privatization of the cellular telephone services, 

previously controlled by the national telecommunication provider, may be the first step in that 

direction. A 1992 law laying down the basic principles for the reform of the telecommunication 

sector,
3

 concentrates in one newly established share company the exclusive exercise of  

telecommunication services as well as the setting-up  

                                              
    

1
Law No. 223 of Aug. 6,1990, in GAZZETTA UFFICIALE DELLA REPUBBLICA ITALIANA [official law gazette of Italy, G.U.] No. 

185, of Aug. 9, 1990. 

    
2
Law No. 73 of Feb. 22,1991, in  G.U., No. 58, Mar. 9 ,1991. 

    
3
Law No. 58 of Jan. 29, 1992, in G.U. No. 29 of Feb. 5,1992. 



 

 
 
 2 

and operation of the technical installations.  All of the shares of this company were reserved by 

law for IRI - the Italian Institute for Industrial Reconstruction.  Privatization would be 

implemented by lifting the ownership clause and making those shares available to private 

investors.  The ownership clause has been lifted; however, no provision is found in the 

legislation limiting access to foreign investors. 

 

 In addition, Italy has implemented European Council Directive 92/44 concerning 

conditions for access to and use of leased lines on public telecommunication networks.  

 

 It appears that Italy is taking the necessary steps in order to comply with Council 

Resolution 94/c 379/03 of December 22, 1994 requiring telecommunication services in the 

member states of the European Union to be deregulated by January 1, 1998.  
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 JAPAN 
 
 
 Under the provisions of the Wire Television Broadcast Law,1 any person desiring to install 
wire television broadcast facilities (including cable) or engage in a television broadcast business by 
using such facilities is required to obtain permission from the Minister of Posts and 
Telecommunications.  However, the Minister may not give permission to the following : (1) 
persons who do not have Japanese nationality; (2) a foreign government or its representatives; (3) a 
foreign corporation or group; (4) persons mentioned in the above three categories who occupy 
managerial positions or who exercise more than 20% of the voting rights in any domestic 
corporation or group. Similar restrictions are also set forth in the Radio Wave Law,2 which 
regulates the establishment of broadcast facilities.  The above percentage is changed to 33% in the 
Telecommunications Business Law, which regulates telephone business among others.3        
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1
 Law No. 114, Jul. 1, 1972, as last amended by Law No. 54, June 27, 1990, art. 5, item 4. 

    
2
 Law No. 131, May 2, 1950, as last amended by Law No. 71, June 16, 1983, art. 5, ¶4, item 2. 

    
3
 Law No. 86, Dec. 25, 1984, as last amended by Law No. 61, May 27, 1992, art. 11, item 7. 
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 KOREA, REPUBLIC OF 
 
 
 The Broadcast Law1 prohibits aliens, foreign governments and their representatives, and 
foreign corporations from investing in radio and television stations in Korea. Under the Wire 
Broadcast Law2 which regulates cable companies, foreign investment is allowed in the field of 
supplying cable programs (only up to 15%, and only until March 31, 1996). Under the 
Telecommunications Business Law, 3  no permission will be granted to any corporation or 
organization whose representative is an alien, or one-third or more of whose officers are aliens, or 
one-third or more of whose voting rights are exercised by aliens. However, the above restrictions 
apply to wireless telephone and telegraph businesses only. 
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1
 This information was provided by Mr. B.H. Nam of the the International Economy Section, the Finance & 

Economy Office, Seoul, Korea. Law No. 3978, Nov. 28, 1987, as last amended by Law No.4441, Dec. 14, 1991, 

art. 9. 

    
2
 Law No. 3914, Dec. 31, 1986, as last amended by Law No. 4694, Dec. 31, 1993, art. 4. 

    
3
 Law No. 4394, Aug. 10, 1991, as last amended by Law No. 4441, Dec. 14, 1991, art. 18. 
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 THE NETHERLANDS 

 

 

 The Netherlands has had a public broadcasting system for many years. Until 1991, radio 

and television stations were not permitted on a commercial basis; however, through an 

amendment to the Media Law,
1

 commercial broadcasting was introduced in the Netherlands.  

Commercial stations currently have access to the Dutch cable network.
2

  They have to enter into 

agreements with cable operators in order to have their programs transmitted via cable network.  

       

 Until 1988, the post, telegraph and telephone services were run by a company which was 

100% government-owned; however, in that year the company was privatized. This company was 

given the exclusive concession, with the exclusion of others, for the planning, the maintenance 

and the exploitation of the telecommunication industry in the Netherlands.
3

  It should be noted, 

however, that due to legislation developed in the European Union
4

  private investments in 

telephone activities may soon be allowed in the Netherlands.   
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1

Law of April 21, 1987, STAATSBLAD [official law gazette of the Netherlands, Stb.] 249, as amended. 

    
2

Fact Sheet, C-10-E 1992, Broadcasting, p.4 (Ministry of Welfare, Health and Cultural Affairs, 1992). 

    
3

Law on Telecommunication Provisions, Oct. 26, 1988, Stb. 520, art.3.  

    
4

OFFICIAL JOURNAL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 1994, C379. 
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SOUTH AFRICA 

 

 

 South African law does not allow foreigners to exercise control, directly or indirectly, over 

private broadcasting services. Foreigners can only have twenty percent financial or voting interests 

in them.
1

 

 

 A public telecommunication company has a monopoly over all telecommunications, 

including telephone and cable services. It may issue licenses and lease telecommunication lines 

to "any person".
2

  However, the law is silent on the question of whether licenses can be issued to 

foreigners or lines can be leased to them. 
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    1 Act No.153 of 1993, art. 48 STATUTES OF THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA CLASSIFIED AND 

ANNOTATED FROM 1910 401 (Durban, 1967-) 

    2 Id., Act No.44 of 1958, 78, at 67. 
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 By tradition, activities concerning telecommunications in Sweden have been carried out by 
State monopolies, or by concession to certain private entities under State supervision.  Moreover, 
as a matter of general policy, Swedish laws restricted foreign participation in capital investment and 
in the business activities of the country. 
 
 However, the participation of Sweden in the European Economic Area and later its 
membership in the European Union have compelled the country to change many of its laws, 
particularly those which imposed restrictions on foreign investment.  An important step in this 
direction has been the amendment of the Swedish Company Law1 by a 1992 law.2  Accordingly, 
the provisions of the Company Law respecting the restrictions on the acquisition of stocks by 
foreigners were repealed. 
 
 In the field of broadcasting, several laws have been amended or repealed and replaced by 
new laws.3 Today there are a number of broadcasting companies in Sweden which are currently 
owned by foreigners.  For instance, the Singapore Telecom has recently managed to purchase a 
Swedish broadcasting company operating in Stockholm. 
 
 In the field of telecommunication in general, including cable and telephone services, the 
process of privatization and demonopolization has opened the market to private persons, both 
nationals and foreigners.  In principle, the new laws do not contain any provisions restricting 
foreign ownership,4 although there is still a requirement of applying for and obtaining a license. 
 
 An example of foreign participation in the field of telecommunication is the recent 
agreement between Telia, which is the Swedish telephone company, and a U.S. telecommunication 
operator, Metropolitan Fibre System (MFS), which has its place of business in Omaha, Nebraska.  
The purpose of this agreement is that MFS, which has recently obtained a license to operate in 
Sweden, sets up a local network in Stockholm to be connected later to the Telia's nation-wide 
network.  Together the two companies plan to enter the European Single Market by 1997/1998, 
when the telecommunication services are expected to be deregulated in the Market. 
 
  
 

                     

    
1
 SVENSK FÖRFATTNINSSAMLING [official gazette of Sweden] 1975:1358. 

    
2
 Id. 1992:1238 

    
3
 Id. Radio Communications Law (1993:599); Satellite Broadcasting Law (1992:1356); Radio Act (1966:755), 

as amended. 

    
4
 Id. Telecommunication Law (1993:597). 
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 Finally, it should be noted that within the framework of the new World Trade Organization, 
a special group, "Negotiating Group on Basic Telecommunications," has been established. The task 
of the group is to immediately begin negotiations in order to reach a universal agreement on 
telecommunication services, having as a final end to deregulate telecommunication services 
universally.  It is expected that these negotiations will be completed by April 1996.5 
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 Göte Andersson, at 27 Svenska Dagbladet, Feb. 13, 1995. 
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 TAIWAN 

 

 

 At present, Taiwan still does not allow foreign investment in the broadcast, cable, or 

telephone service industries.  The draft revised telecommunications law was not passed in 1994, 

contrary to expectations.   

 

 However, the Minister of Transportation and Communications, Liu Chao-Shiuan, 

announced in mid-October that the opening up of Taiwan's cellular telephone and paging 

networks to private competition is to begin by the middle of 1995.  Before the process can get 

underway, tariffs for telephones and pagers must be rationalized, making fees for local calls higher 

than those for long distance and cellular calls lower.  Liu also pointed out that several 

value-added network ("type two") services had been opened to foreign and domestic competitors: 

in May 1994, his ministry had announced plans to liberalize private and public cellu lar telephone 

(CT-2) cordless phone services by November and store-and-forward facsimile service, packet 

switching data network service, and international leased lines by December.
1

  No information is 

currently available as to the actual implementation of this liberalized policy.  

 

 Moreover, on January 5, 1995, the Executive Yüan (Cabinet) approved the Asia-Pacific 

operations center plan, the aim of which is to transform Taiwan into a regional hub for 

manufacturing, transshipment (marine and air), and professional services (finance, 

telecommunications, and media).  The plan is to be sent to the Legislative Yüan before April, 

with the expectation that it be enacted in June.  It is formulated to be carried out in three stages, 

from 1995-1997, 1997-2000, and 2000+, with targeted completion in 10 years.  The promotion of 

the plan is likely to give added impetus to passage of the draft revised telecommunications law.   

Indeed, the plan calls for a three-stage liberalization of the telecommunications market, with the 

opening up of: 1) value-added services; 2) wireless telecommunications services (including cellular 

phones, paging services, and small-scale satellite communications); and 3) international, 

long-distance, and local telephone services.
2
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    1  Communication from the American Institute in Taiwan, Oct. 22, 1994 (Nexis, World Library). 

    2  Philip Liu, "Taiwan: Regional Operations Center Plan Approved," REUTER TEXTLINE BUSINESS 

TAIWAN, Jan. 16, 1995 (Nexis, World Library). 
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 TURKEY 
 
 
 Under the provisions of the Radio and Television law,1 foreign individuals or companies 
cannot own more than twenty percent of the capital of any one broadcast company. Furthermore, 
they cannot have the shares of more than one broadcast company even when their total shares are 
less than twenty percent.2  
  
 The Department of Post Telegram and Telephone of the Transportation Ministry has a 
monopoly over telephone services and the Telecommunication Corporation has monopoly over cable 
services.3 Both can issue licenses. 4 However, the law does not provide whether licenses can be 
issued to foreigners. 
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1
 Law No. 3984 of 1994 in F.Coker and S. Kazanci, Turkiye Cumhuriyeti Kanunlari 11635 (Ankara, 1972-). 

  

    
2
 Id., art. 29, at 11645. 

    
3
 Id., Law No. 406, art. 1, at 263.  

    
4
 Id., arts.2, 18, at 264, 270.   
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